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provides a synthesis of thought on an influential issue for tourism and a point of focus for
tourism researchers managers and developers in countries such as the united arab
emirates jordan egypt maldives and turkey as well as the western world textiles and
clothing are interwoven with islamic culture in islamicate textiles readers are taken on a
journey from central asia to tanzania to uncover the central roles that textiles play within
muslim majority communities this thematically arranged book sheds light on the traditions
rituals and religious practices of these regions and the ways in which each one
incorporates materials and clothing drawing on examples including iranian lion carpets
and arabic keffiyeh faegheh shirazi frames these textiles and totemic items as important
cultural signifiers that together form a dynamic and fascinating material culture like a
developing language this culture expands bends and develops to suit the needs of new
generations and groups across the world the political significance of islamicate textiles is
also explored faegheh shirazi s writing reveals the fraught relationship between the east
with its sought after materials and much valued textiles and the european countries that
purchased and repurposed these goods and lays bare the historical and contemporary
connections between textiles colonialism immigration and economics dr shirazi also
discusses gender and how textiles and clothing are intimately linked with sexuality and
gender identity first published in 2005 developed as a naval guidebook by expert
geographers this work is an excellent introduction to the geology geography climate
vegetation animal life history peoples administration public health agriculture industry
ports and communications of iraq and the persian gulf the book is written in a clear
straightforward manner intended for practical use in it readers will find a wealth of
fascinating information migration development regimes mdrs the rise and fall of the coolie
mdr 1834 1947 racialized class exploitation the rise and fall of the nationalist mdr 1947
1977 erasing the indian emigrant the ceo mdr 1977 present liberalizing emigration and
tapping emigrants financial contributions the ceo mdr tapping elite emigrants ideological
contributions and forging an elite class pact of global indians experiencing the ceo mdr
from below poor emigrants experiencing the ceo mdr from below elite emigrants
vulnerabilities in the ceo mdr and a future trajectory the newly discovered papers and
colourfully written letters of anglo irish sir henry dobbs which form the backbone of this
book reveal his importance in the development of the modern middle east an influential
civil servant and britain s longest serving high commissioner in iraq at a time when the
british empire was facing increasing challenges to its once dominant position he describes
the difficulties of governing first in india then in the formerly ottoman mesopotamia during
ww1 here dobbs had to devise administrative systems while often at odds with his superior
sir percy cox in the discussions that followed the third afghan war dobbs manoeuvred
between the different views in london and delhi with great dexterity to negotiate alone
with the amir of afghanistan the enduring 1921 anglo afghan treaty having accepted from
the league of nations the responsibility for taking the newly created iraq to sustainable
independence in the aftermath of ww1 the cash strapped british government came under
great domestic pressure to abandon it key to british support continuing was iraqi
acceptance of the controversial 1922 treaty with britain this dobbs achieved by
disregarding the unhelpful approach recommended by london and risking his career he
pressed on with his own wholly unauthorised tactics in other initiatives dobbs ensured
that mosul province remained within iraq dobbs consistently pressed for iraq s early
independence granted in 1932 the first territory in the former ottoman empire to gain it
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an early advocate of self determination dobbs was frequently at odds with the more
traditional imperial approach of his superiors he always endeavoured to balance the
aspirations and needs of overseas communities for whom he was responsible with the
interests of britain which he represented kamil al ziaraat is a hadith collection of 843
traditions by the famous twelver shia hadith scholar abul gasem jafar b mohammad b jafar
b musab qulawayh qumi bagdadi commonly known as ibn qulawayh it is a of hadiths and
ziaraat narrated by masoomeen a s regarding the importance of performing the ziarat of
imam hussain a s as well as how to properly perform the ziarat of imam hussain asws and
other masoomeen a s interest in shi a islam has increased greatly in recent years although
shi ism in the indian subcontinent has remained largely underexplored focusing on the
influential shi a minority of lucknow and the united provinces a region that was largely
under shi a rule until 1856 this book traces the history of indian shi ism through the
colonial period toward independence in 1947 drawing on a range of new sources including
religious writing polemical literature and clerical biography it assesses seminal
developments including the growth of shi a religious activism madrasa education
missionary activity ritual innovation and the politicization of the shi a community as a
consequence of these significant religious and social transformations a shi a sectarian
identity developed that existed in separation from rather than in interaction with its sunni
counterparts in this way the painful birth of modern sectarianism was initiated the
consequences of which are very much alive in south asia today drawing from a deep well
of indian and afghan knowledge nasiri has compiled a capitulating story of his father s
escape from afghanistan at age twelve in 1929 to india while nadir shah usurped kabul
throne from habibullah kalakani kalakani was illiterate and the only tajik amir in the
history of afghanistan nasiri s grandfather malik zaman nasiri of farza kohdaman was a
supporter of kalakani and was executed by nadir shah along with kalakani after he lost the
throne following a nine month hiatus nasiri writes a gripping story of his father suddenly
waking up in the middle of the night bullets and bombs flying all over as if a stone was
hurled at the sleeping birds nest they all had to fly in the dark night ironically guided by
the light of the cracking bullets and shattering of cannon fire in 1980 walking in his father
s footsteps after almost fifty years nasiri goes on to narrate the story of his retreat from
afghanistan to save his life and that of his young wife and eighteen month old son from the
clutches of marxist regime of kabul who overthrew the ruling republic of mohammad
daoud in a bloody coupe in april 1978 it was an age of tumult nasiri writes nasiri lands in
india with the desire and urgency to migrate to the safe haven of the united states his
lifelong dream and subject of his dissertation when graduating from master s at aligarh
university india nasiri has written his story as an outsider looking in afghanistan s social
and political upheavals he returned to his fatherland fulfilling his dad s desire to start a
new life in his land in 1971 he was back in india in 1980 this book will help you with legal
concepts fare methods and safest ways to migrate in foreign countries cum deployment of
indian workers skilled semi skilled or unskilled with foreign employers under emigration
act 1983 of the government of india emigration in 21st century india is the first definitive
exposition of contemporary indian labour migration the book provides a comprehensive
appraisal of the policies legislation and institutional architecture governing emigration at
both federal and state levels it posits that geographically emigration is now a more
inclusive pan india phenomenon with many distinct features it draws critical attention to
the multiple dualities in indian emigration showing how the artificial distinction between a
universal pravasi expatriate or migrant and a restricted aam pravasi common emigrant
distorts emigration governance on the basis of extensive data from the kerala migration
survey kms and national sample survey organisation nsso rounds it projects the emerging
profile of the emigrant from new source states as also the likely number of migrants by
2021 drawing cross country comparisons where appropriate the work will be invaluable to
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scholars of migration and diaspora studies economics development studies and sociology
as well as policy makers administrators academics and non governmental organisations in
the field a comprehensive series of british administration reports for mesopotamia iraq
from world war i up to the independence of iraq sufism called the mystical dimension of
islam is known for its inclusive nature as well as its ethics of love and compassion its
devotional music art and architecture in india s syncretic culture sufism developed a
distinct character and harmoniously embraced the bhakti traditions of north india rana
safvi s in search of the divine delves into the fascinating roots of sufism with its emphasis
on ihsan iman and akhlaq and the impact it continues to have on people from all
communities safvi relies not only on textual sources but also on her own visits to dargahs
across the country and the conversations she has with devotees and pirs alike the book
evokes in vivid detail the sacred atmosphere she encounters the reverent crowds the
strains of qawwali and the fragrance of incense as well as highlights the undeniable yet
often forgotten contributions of women in sufism the resulting text is at once modern and
a tribute to the rich and textured past weaving together fact and popular legend ancient
histories and living tradition this unique treatise examines core sufi beliefs and uncovers
why they might offer hope for the future this up to date comprehensive thematically
indexed bibliography devoted to afghanistan now and yesterday will help readers to
efficiently find their way in the massive secondary literature available following the
pattern established by one of its major data sources viz the acclaimed index islamicus both
journal articles and book publications are included and expertly indexed an indispensable
entry for all those taking professional or personal interest in a nation so much the focus of
attention today the substantially revised and updated third edition of everyday life in the
muslim middle east focuses on the experiences of ordinary men women and children from
the region readers will gain a grassroots appreciation of middle east life culture and
society that recognizes the impact of wars and uprisings as well as changes to islamic
practice due to advances in technology the book also explores the influence of social
media on politics and labor relations and the changing status of women family values
marriage childrearing gender and gay rights this dynamic and imaginative volume
continues to provide a rich resource for understanding contemporary muslim culture in
the middle east this first systematic study of a wide range of persian and european
archival and primary sources analyzes how the muharram rituals changed from being an
orginally devotional practice to public events of political significance setting the stage for
the emergence of the early modern iranian public sphere in the safavid period publisher
description martyrdom narratives maqtals represent a prominent genre of islamic
particularly shiʽi literature in this genre the heart rending aspects of the martyrdom
scenes of religiously prominent people are depicted graphically although not exclusively
limited to the martyrdom accounts of imam al Ḥusayn and his companions who were
martyred on the plain of karbala iraq a great majority of islamic martyrdom narratives
deal with the ashura episodes as the first book length treatment of this genre in english
this text takes the reader from the dawn of islam in ancient arabia exploring the
background of the battle of karbala and giving a view of the various maqtals and several
related studies although examining arabic and persian sources this book presupposes little
background knowledge on the part of the reader taking a woman centered approach
mixed blessings analyzes the effect of religious fundamentalism on gender roles in a
variety of religions and nations it explains how some women benefit from fundamentalism
gaining economic power and autonomy and portrays how others maneuver within its
restrictions the scope of the book is broad ranging from christian groups in north and
south america islamic groups in the middle east and china jews in israel hindus in india
and buddhists in sri lanka the detailed descriptions of women s lives illustrate the
complexity of the intersection of gender and fundamentalism the impact of
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fundamentalism for some women has been beneficial and has lead to greater economic
power and autonomy in other areas women must maneuver within the constraints of
fundamentalism to gain power and autonomy this guide covers all 110 of the world s
species of tits nuthatches and creepers the parulidae true tits remizidae penduline tits and
aegithalidae long tailed tits form the bulk of the book 78 species with a further 24 species
of nuthatch and eight creepers the text covers each species under a number of headings
identification sex and age voice distribution and movements habitat population habits
breeding biology description movements geographical variation relationships and
references
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A Gazetteer of Arabia, Iraq, Iran, and Parts of
Pakistan, and India
1948

provides a synthesis of thought on an influential issue for tourism and a point of focus for
tourism researchers managers and developers in countries such as the united arab
emirates jordan egypt maldives and turkey as well as the western world

Tourism in the Muslim World
2010-10-28

textiles and clothing are interwoven with islamic culture in islamicate textiles readers are
taken on a journey from central asia to tanzania to uncover the central roles that textiles
play within muslim majority communities this thematically arranged book sheds light on
the traditions rituals and religious practices of these regions and the ways in which each
one incorporates materials and clothing drawing on examples including iranian lion
carpets and arabic keffiyeh faegheh shirazi frames these textiles and totemic items as
important cultural signifiers that together form a dynamic and fascinating material culture
like a developing language this culture expands bends and develops to suit the needs of
new generations and groups across the world the political significance of islamicate
textiles is also explored faegheh shirazi s writing reveals the fraught relationship between
the east with its sought after materials and much valued textiles and the european
countries that purchased and repurposed these goods and lays bare the historical and
contemporary connections between textiles colonialism immigration and economics dr
shirazi also discusses gender and how textiles and clothing are intimately linked with
sexuality and gender identity

Islamicate Textiles
2023-04-06

first published in 2005 developed as a naval guidebook by expert geographers this work is
an excellent introduction to the geology geography climate vegetation animal life history
peoples administration public health agriculture industry ports and communications of
iraq and the persian gulf the book is written in a clear straightforward manner intended
for practical use in it readers will find a wealth of fascinating information

Census of India, 1961
1962

migration development regimes mdrs the rise and fall of the coolie mdr 1834 1947
racialized class exploitation the rise and fall of the nationalist mdr 1947 1977 erasing the
indian emigrant the ceo mdr 1977 present liberalizing emigration and tapping emigrants
financial contributions the ceo mdr tapping elite emigrants ideological contributions and
forging an elite class pact of global indians experiencing the ceo mdr from below poor
emigrants experiencing the ceo mdr from below elite emigrants vulnerabilities in the ceo
mdr and a future trajectory
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One Year of Freedom
1963

the newly discovered papers and colourfully written letters of anglo irish sir henry dobbs
which form the backbone of this book reveal his importance in the development of the
modern middle east an influential civil servant and britain s longest serving high
commissioner in iraq at a time when the british empire was facing increasing challenges
to its once dominant position he describes the difficulties of governing first in india then in
the formerly ottoman mesopotamia during ww1 here dobbs had to devise administrative
systems while often at odds with his superior sir percy cox in the discussions that followed
the third afghan war dobbs manoeuvred between the different views in london and delhi
with great dexterity to negotiate alone with the amir of afghanistan the enduring 1921
anglo afghan treaty having accepted from the league of nations the responsibility for
taking the newly created iraq to sustainable independence in the aftermath of ww1 the
cash strapped british government came under great domestic pressure to abandon it key
to british support continuing was iraqi acceptance of the controversial 1922 treaty with
britain this dobbs achieved by disregarding the unhelpful approach recommended by
london and risking his career he pressed on with his own wholly unauthorised tactics in
other initiatives dobbs ensured that mosul province remained within iraq dobbs
consistently pressed for iraq s early independence granted in 1932 the first territory in the
former ottoman empire to gain it an early advocate of self determination dobbs was
frequently at odds with the more traditional imperial approach of his superiors he always
endeavoured to balance the aspirations and needs of overseas communities for whom he
was responsible with the interests of britain which he represented

Gazetteer of Iraq
1989

kamil al ziaraat is a hadith collection of 843 traditions by the famous twelver shia hadith
scholar abul gasem jafar b mohammad b jafar b musab qulawayh qumi bagdadi commonly
known as ibn qulawayh it is a of hadiths and ziaraat narrated by masoomeen a s regarding
the importance of performing the ziarat of imam hussain a s as well as how to properly
perform the ziarat of imam hussain asws and other masoomeen a s

Iraq & The Persian Gulf
2014-09-03

interest in shi a islam has increased greatly in recent years although shi ism in the indian
subcontinent has remained largely underexplored focusing on the influential shi a minority
of lucknow and the united provinces a region that was largely under shi a rule until 1856
this book traces the history of indian shi ism through the colonial period toward
independence in 1947 drawing on a range of new sources including religious writing
polemical literature and clerical biography it assesses seminal developments including the
growth of shi a religious activism madrasa education missionary activity ritual innovation
and the politicization of the shi a community as a consequence of these significant
religious and social transformations a shi a sectarian identity developed that existed in
separation from rather than in interaction with its sunni counterparts in this way the
painful birth of modern sectarianism was initiated the consequences of which are very
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much alive in south asia today

Census of India, 1961: India
1962

drawing from a deep well of indian and afghan knowledge nasiri has compiled a
capitulating story of his father s escape from afghanistan at age twelve in 1929 to india
while nadir shah usurped kabul throne from habibullah kalakani kalakani was illiterate
and the only tajik amir in the history of afghanistan nasiri s grandfather malik zaman
nasiri of farza kohdaman was a supporter of kalakani and was executed by nadir shah
along with kalakani after he lost the throne following a nine month hiatus nasiri writes a
gripping story of his father suddenly waking up in the middle of the night bullets and
bombs flying all over as if a stone was hurled at the sleeping birds nest they all had to fly
in the dark night ironically guided by the light of the cracking bullets and shattering of
cannon fire in 1980 walking in his father s footsteps after almost fifty years nasiri goes on
to narrate the story of his retreat from afghanistan to save his life and that of his young
wife and eighteen month old son from the clutches of marxist regime of kabul who
overthrew the ruling republic of mohammad daoud in a bloody coupe in april 1978 it was
an age of tumult nasiri writes nasiri lands in india with the desire and urgency to migrate
to the safe haven of the united states his lifelong dream and subject of his dissertation
when graduating from master s at aligarh university india nasiri has written his story as
an outsider looking in afghanistan s social and political upheavals he returned to his
fatherland fulfilling his dad s desire to start a new life in his land in 1971 he was back in
india in 1980

Gazetteer of Iraq
1990

this book will help you with legal concepts fare methods and safest ways to migrate in
foreign countries cum deployment of indian workers skilled semi skilled or unskilled with
foreign employers under emigration act 1983 of the government of india

The Migration-Development Regime
2022

emigration in 21st century india is the first definitive exposition of contemporary indian
labour migration the book provides a comprehensive appraisal of the policies legislation
and institutional architecture governing emigration at both federal and state levels it
posits that geographically emigration is now a more inclusive pan india phenomenon with
many distinct features it draws critical attention to the multiple dualities in indian
emigration showing how the artificial distinction between a universal pravasi expatriate or
migrant and a restricted aam pravasi common emigrant distorts emigration governance on
the basis of extensive data from the kerala migration survey kms and national sample
survey organisation nsso rounds it projects the emerging profile of the emigrant from new
source states as also the likely number of migrants by 2021 drawing cross country
comparisons where appropriate the work will be invaluable to scholars of migration and
diaspora studies economics development studies and sociology as well as policy makers
administrators academics and non governmental organisations in the field
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Britain�s Man on the Spot in Iraq and Afghanistan
2023-10-19

a comprehensive series of british administration reports for mesopotamia iraq from world
war i up to the independence of iraq

A Monograph on Muharram in Hyderabad City
1977

sufism called the mystical dimension of islam is known for its inclusive nature as well as
its ethics of love and compassion its devotional music art and architecture in india s
syncretic culture sufism developed a distinct character and harmoniously embraced the
bhakti traditions of north india rana safvi s in search of the divine delves into the
fascinating roots of sufism with its emphasis on ihsan iman and akhlaq and the impact it
continues to have on people from all communities safvi relies not only on textual sources
but also on her own visits to dargahs across the country and the conversations she has
with devotees and pirs alike the book evokes in vivid detail the sacred atmosphere she
encounters the reverent crowds the strains of qawwali and the fragrance of incense as
well as highlights the undeniable yet often forgotten contributions of women in sufism the
resulting text is at once modern and a tribute to the rich and textured past weaving
together fact and popular legend ancient histories and living tradition this unique treatise
examines core sufi beliefs and uncovers why they might offer hope for the future

Kamil Ul Ziaraat
1989

this up to date comprehensive thematically indexed bibliography devoted to afghanistan
now and yesterday will help readers to efficiently find their way in the massive secondary
literature available following the pattern established by one of its major data sources viz
the acclaimed index islamicus both journal articles and book publications are included and
expertly indexed an indispensable entry for all those taking professional or personal
interest in a nation so much the focus of attention today

The Hazāras
2011-10-24

the substantially revised and updated third edition of everyday life in the muslim middle
east focuses on the experiences of ordinary men women and children from the region
readers will gain a grassroots appreciation of middle east life culture and society that
recognizes the impact of wars and uprisings as well as changes to islamic practice due to
advances in technology the book also explores the influence of social media on politics and
labor relations and the changing status of women family values marriage childrearing
gender and gay rights this dynamic and imaginative volume continues to provide a rich
resource for understanding contemporary muslim culture in the middle east
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Shi'a Islam in Colonial India
1996

this first systematic study of a wide range of persian and european archival and primary
sources analyzes how the muharram rituals changed from being an orginally devotional
practice to public events of political significance setting the stage for the emergence of
the early modern iranian public sphere in the safavid period

Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences
2022-11-14

publisher description

Forced to Flee
2019-12-20

martyrdom narratives maqtals represent a prominent genre of islamic particularly shiʽi
literature in this genre the heart rending aspects of the martyrdom scenes of religiously
prominent people are depicted graphically although not exclusively limited to the
martyrdom accounts of imam al Ḥusayn and his companions who were martyred on the
plain of karbala iraq a great majority of islamic martyrdom narratives deal with the ashura
episodes as the first book length treatment of this genre in english this text takes the
reader from the dawn of islam in ancient arabia exploring the background of the battle of
karbala and giving a view of the various maqtals and several related studies although
examining arabic and persian sources this book presupposes little background knowledge
on the part of the reader

Legal and Safe Deployment of Indian Workers with
Foreign Employers
2015-07-17

taking a woman centered approach mixed blessings analyzes the effect of religious
fundamentalism on gender roles in a variety of religions and nations it explains how some
women benefit from fundamentalism gaining economic power and autonomy and portrays
how others maneuver within its restrictions the scope of the book is broad ranging from
christian groups in north and south america islamic groups in the middle east and china
jews in israel hindus in india and buddhists in sri lanka the detailed descriptions of women
s lives illustrate the complexity of the intersection of gender and fundamentalism the
impact of fundamentalism for some women has been beneficial and has lead to greater
economic power and autonomy in other areas women must maneuver within the
constraints of fundamentalism to gain power and autonomy

Emigration in 21st-Century India
1986
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this guide covers all 110 of the world s species of tits nuthatches and creepers the
parulidae true tits remizidae penduline tits and aegithalidae long tailed tits form the bulk
of the book 78 species with a further 24 species of nuthatch and eight creepers the text
covers each species under a number of headings identification sex and age voice
distribution and movements habitat population habits breeding biology description
movements geographical variation relationships and references

Countries of the World: Iraq to Zanzibar
1992

Iraq Administration Reports 1914-1932: 1914-1918
2005

Flora of Pakistan
2022-09-21

In Search of the Divine
1970

Lok Sabha Debates
1976

Joint Communiques
1966

Parliamentary Debates
1966

Debates
1986

Pakistan Journal of Scientific and Industrial Research
2019-09-11
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A Bibliography Of Afghanistan
2014-11-17

Everyday Life in the Muslim Middle East, Third
Edition
2011-11-11

Theater State and the Formation of Early Modern
Public Sphere in Iran
1966

The Bihar Information
1974

Weekly Commentary and Pakistan News Digest
2006

Medieval Islamic Civilization: L-Z, index
2023-06-14

The Shi'i Islamic Martyrdom Narratives of Imam al-
Ḥusayn
2014-04-23

Mixed Blessings
2010-09-30

Tits, Nuthatches and Treecreepers
2008
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The Indian Labour Year Book
2002

Annual Report
1993

Pakistan
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